Position: VETERINARIANS
Location: SWEDEN, Örebro

We have been in the business for 40 years, where we supply healthcare, food and other services to all common animals in a household, such like cats, dogs, exotics and also some of the farm animals, like goats and chickens. Under our roof we have specialists on birds, rodents, rabbits, cats, reptiles, dogs & fish, so we are proud to say that we can provide help and service for most animals.

Main tasks:
• You work as a veterinary, with cats, dogs & exotics together with our nurses.
• You have access to ultrasound, X-rays and blood labs. We also have a fully equipped dental room.
• Your job also involves working closely with the store.

Required profile:
• Essential requirements: Veterinary identification (EU)
• Preferred language: English/Swedish
• Desirable requirements: Special interest in exotics/reptiles

The company offers:
• Permanent contract after 6 months probationary service.
• Salary: From 26300 SEK. The salary is negotiable according to education, work experience and specializations.
• We have a veterinary from Portugal, so you can get help with what you need to make a smooth transfer to Sweden. We also provide all the documents you need to get somewhere to live, and the documents to show that you have a job and if you are not speaking Swedish, the document to show that you have someone to translate for you during the time that you are educating yourself in the language.

How to apply: apply before 27-08-2021. Send or CV by email to arbeta@brazoo.se with a copy to dora.silva@iefp.pt

Further info: on the company: http://www.brazoo.se
on this job vacancy: please contact Stefan Axelsson by email stefan@brazoo.se

interviews by Skype

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check www.iefp.pt/eures